
Train to become a 

Mindful Magic Mentor 

Let's uncover joy together! 

www.mindfulmagic.info 



Welcome to the Mindful Magic Movement! 

Welcome 

Katie Hill, Founder Mindful Magic 

"I believe we are
born with a  

 
 

that we can access
whenever we want" 

joy default 

 
As you know, society encourages us to focus on our flaws, “fix” them and 
strive for perfection. Parenting and childhood suffer as a result where these 
demands and expectations are unrealistic and people end up frustrated and 
critical. We have lost an understanding of how to accept, connect and enjoy. 
 
As a teacher and mum to two kids, I'm passionate about supporting parents 
with the struggles that I've faced during parenthood and seen at schools.  
The last eight years, I've seen how energy is zapped out of children, the 
pressure to 'be the the best' and to live always striving for more. 
 
I have brought my skills in teaching and coaching, as well as my training in 
reiki and meditation, to develop fun, accessible programmes with easy and 
mindful tools that enable us all to uncover joy together. 
 
Would you love to teach children and young people a mindset and way of 
being that could positively benefit them for the rest of their lives? If so, you 
are already part of the Mindful Magic Movement. A forward-thinking family 
coming together to put young people's needs at the forefront. 
 
The movement is growing quickly with new Mentors and sessions every 
week. If you're ready for a life-changing challenge then read on. I look 
forward to supporting you to become a Mindful Magic Mentor. 



What is Mindful Magic? 

 suffer with 
 mental health  

problems... 

1 in 10 
children 

A mindfulness-inspired and meditation programme that enables young 
people to breathe, focus and simply be through fun and easy sessions. 
 

1 in 10 children 
 suffer with 

 mental health problems 
 but 70% fail  

to receive sufficient
intervention  

to receive 
sufficient 

intervention 

...70% 
fail 

BUT what if we could arm children with some 
simple tools to help deal with stresses? What 
if we took a preventative approach that 
allowed children to play, stretch and 
relax, while letting go of worries and fears? 
What if we could develop an understanding of 
ourselves as children, which meant as adults 
we could accept ourselves exactly as we are?  

From a young age, society tries to condition 
us to lead with fear and the idea that so much 
is wrong with us and the world. Our kids are 
labelled and we worry about their issues and 
achievements. We put grades, bits of paper 
and perceived success before mental health. 

Mindful Magic teaches us all how to 

uncover joy together 



Welcome to the Mindful Magic Movement! 
Mindful Magic can support all 

children, young people and parents 

'I had been looking into the benefits of 
mindfulness for children and in particular my 4 
year old. So as soon as I saw the opportunity to 

train as a mentor, I jumped at the chance. 
 I truly believe that in the age we live, children 
should be given the skills and techniques to be 

able to keep their minds healthy as they grow into 
adulthood' (Sharyn Derrick, Basildon)



What is a Mindful Mentor? 

As a Mentor, you are the means by which Mindful Magic is shared. 
 
On a practical level, this means someone who organises and runs local 45- 
60 minute sessions on a regular basis for parents and children of varied age
groups, in and out of school and nursery settings. However, on a greater 
and more meaningful level, this means someone who can help families to 
uncover joy together through the structured classes and fun, easy and 
mindful tools provided. 
 
You will have experience of working with children, an advocate for the 
Mindful Magic way of living and committed to helping people make 
transformative change to their lives.  
 



What will I receive? 

Training on mindfulness, and the unique Mindful Magic 'spells', 

including how to mentor effectively to young people of all ages. 

N.B. This training is accredited by the International Practitioners 

of Holistic Medicine

Online safeguarding training provided by the NSPCC 

45-60 minute sessions and structures, 

tailored for age groups from 2 to 13 year olds  

Class tools and materials 

Mini-meditation scripts

Access to 24/7 online support network 

Licence for Mindful Magic brand with branding guidelines 

Support on local promotion of classes to maximise attendance  

Opportunity for future course training and resources 

Connection with a dedicated group of lovely people, who all share the 

same passion for emotional wellbeing and young people support 

'A fantastic training that I would highly 
recommend to anyone. Katie is a fantastic teacher 

and the videos and training are clear and 
informative. I instantly felt like part of a team and 

well supported from the start' 
(Emma Fiveash, Cobham)



What do I invest? 

Four weeks of online training (4 x 1.5 hours of videos and content) 

Weekly assignments to complete (approximately 1-2 hours per week) 

One live day event with Katie, the Mindful Magic Founder,  

to run your own mini session. This will also include a chance 

to discuss your local business and marketing. 

Total training cost is £595. 

You will also be required for provide an enhanced DBS check. 

If you do not have this then Mindful Magic can organise for £50 (£40 + 

admin fee)

Membership fee of £28 per month (minimum 1 year subscription) 

post training for continued use of brand, trademarked materials, a 24/7 

online support group, ongoing business support and access to future 

resources 

At the end of the Programme, you will receive an 

IPHM accredited certificate (on completion of a trial session) 



What can I earn? 

Our Mentors are likely to run an average of 4 x 45 minute regular 

weekly sessions at times convenient to them and the age group of the 

class (however you can run as many or as little as you want to) 

Classes typically cost around £6-8 and can have up to 15 children, 

with the average recommended number being 10 

Venues typically cost between £8-15 per hour 

Therefore based on four weekly classes in a month,  

a Mentor can earn over £1,000/month

There is also the potential to take the sessions into local schools, 

nurseries and existing youth groups, through regular bookings and 

one-off workshops

Katie can advise you on how much to charge for all-day sessions 

or after school clubs 



What are the timings for 2020?

If you'd like to apply, contact Katie for an informal 

FaceTime conversation to ensure this is the right programme for you 

Start date Followed by live day on Deposit due byUntil

5th Jan 26th Jan

22nd March 28th or 29th March

1st or 2nd Feb

1st March 1st Feb

20th Dec

19th April 10th May 16th or 17th May 22nd March 

7th June 28th June 4th or 5th July  10th May 

6th Sept 27th Sept  3rd or 4th Oct  2nd Aug 

1st Nov 22nd Nov 28th or 29th Nov 4th Oct

(You will be allocated a live day date based on numbers and availability) 



What happens after that?

Completed your online training and assignments 

Conducted a trial session and evaluation with Katie 

Received your enhanced DBS check

Completed your NSPCC safeguarding training

Provided evidence of insurance

You will then be able to commence your own Mindful Magic 
sessions when you have:

'The training was just so fab. I was so 
worried that I'd taken too much on but it 

was delivered so well and allowed me time 
to submit the weekly assignments whilst 

also being mum'.  
(Claire Russell, Surrey Heath)



What does 'mindfulness-inspired' mean? 
Mindful Magic has been developed with the use of mindfulness and 
meditation tools, as well using inspiration from reiki and relaxation 
therapy. My background is as a qualified teacher of Buddhism for 
eight years, as well as experience in informal youth work, and as a 
trained meditation and reiki provider. Mindful Magic is not associated 
with any particular mindfulness training provider, so we prefer to use 
the term 'mindfulness-inspired' to incorporate the many tools and 
techniques used as part of the sessions.  
 
Will I receive a recognised qualification? 
The Mindful Magic Facilitator Programme is accredited through IPHM,
an independent accreditation body. The qualification you receive will 
enable you to establish your own Mindful Magic business, working 
within and outside of formal education settings.  
 
Is there any in-person training? 
The joy of the internet means it isn't necessary, and we make use of 
various programmes including Facebook groups, Teachabale and 
Zoom to enure we interact and get to know each other well over the 
five weeks of training. All the programmes re easy to use and you will 
get step-by-step guidance on accessing them 
 
Will there be other mentors in my area? 
Mindful Magic is still very small, and we don't have grand plans to 
expand so much that competition within areas becomes 
uncomfortable and problematic. Because this isn't a franchise, we 
can't legally designate areas, but we do take pride in the wonderful , 
supportive mentor community we are creating. We do not want to 
jeopardise that now or in the future.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Frequently asked Questions 



Welcome to the Mindful Magic Movement! 

Mindful 
Magic 

Movement 

Join the 



Thank you 

for your interest! 

For more information contact Katie Hill at: 
+44 7782 257459 

hello@mindfulmagic.info 


